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Canadians find US campaign more interesting
By Christopher Mason in Ottawa
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Politicians are used to pleading for voters’ attention. But rarely, if ever, have Canadian

lawmakers struggled so mightily for their citizens’ eyes and ears as during the current election

campaign.

Despite an uncertain economy that has shed jobs, sent real estate prices falling and

destabilised the country’s GDP, many Canadians are more riveted by the drama of the US

election.
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On Thursday, another twist threatens to further overshadow the campaign when Canadian party

leaders stage their only televised English debate on the same night US vice-presidential

candidates Sarah Palin and Joe Biden square off.

With the US debate expected to draw away the attention of many Canadian viewers, politicians

here are imploring voters to follow their own campaign.

“I’m hoping that people will decide to watch the Canadian debate live and check out YouTube

later for whatever exciting moments there are between Joe Biden and Sarah Palin,” Elizabeth

May, Green Party leader, told the Canadian Press.

Ms May went on to call the Canadian campaign “simply the most important one in the history of

our country”.

Many would seem to disagree.

“This is one of the most boring, low-profile campaigns in memory,” said Stephen Clarkson,

professor of political economy at the University of Toronto. “I have been amazed by the number

of days there has been absolutely no news about the election on the front page.”

Robert Fulford , a Canadian newspaper columnist, called the election “among the least

significant events in living memory”.

“What, after all, is at stake?” Mr Fulford wrote in the National Post. “Nothing, so far as I can tell.

It feels like an election to nowhere.”

The economy has of late received greater attention following the Toronto Stock Exchange’s

largest single-day drop in points on Monday. As a result, the five party leaders will spend half of

each debate (one in English, one in French) discussing the economy.

But Canadians wanting to see what politicians are proposing to avoid a financial crisis may tune

in to the US debates instead, since Canada’s economy often follows the rise and fall of that in

the US.

That Stephen Harper, the Conservative prime minister, appears poised to win a stronger

minority, or perhaps more, in the October 14 vote is thanks more to weakened opposition

parties than on major issues such as the economy or Canada’s role in Afghanistan.

This shortage of debate has driven even more of the Canadians’ attention to the US election.

In a poll done earlier this year, 15 per cent of Canadians said that if allowed, they would give up

their ballot in a Canadian election for the right to vote in this year’s US election.
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